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Executive Summary

Illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing undermines the responsible management of commercial fishing and ocean conservation. It exploits the natural resources of coastal nations, reduces economic opportunity and threatens food security. IUU fishing is a low-risk, high-reward activity, especially on the high seas where a fragmented legal framework and lack of effective enforcement allows it to thrive. With global fish populations declining, vessels must travel farther and fish longer to remain profitable. Some unscrupulous vessels are involved in other illegal activities to further cut costs and drive up profits, including the use of forced labor and other human rights abuses. By detecting patterns in fishing vessel behaviors that are associated with IUU fishing, forced labor and human trafficking, emerging technologies and vessel tracking can help identify suspicious activity and potentially disrupt the environments in which these crimes thrive.

Oceana analyzed the activity of two currently active fishing vessels and one refrigerated cargo vessel; two of the vessels were previously involved in confirmed cases of forced labor and IUU fishing, and one vessel was suspected of IUU fishing and involvement in human trafficking. Oceana used the Global Fishing Watch (GFW) mapping platform (www.globalfishingwatch.org) to detect
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*a* Illegal fishing is any violation of fishing laws within a State’s jurisdiction or internationally agreed upon fishing laws and regulations, including those of a Regional Fisheries Management Organization (RFMO). Unreported fishing is any fishing activity that is unreported or deliberately misreported to the national authority or relevant RFMO. Unregulated fishing includes fishing conducted by a vessel without nationality, fishing in an RFMO-managed area by a vessel with a nationality not party to that RFMO, or fishing where there are no management measures in place.

*b* Any and all references to “fishing” should be understood in the context of Global Fishing Watch’s fishing detection algorithm, which is a best effort to determine “apparent fishing effort” based on vessel speed and direction data from the Automatic Identification System (AIS) collected via satellites and terrestrial receivers. As AIS data varies in completeness, accuracy and quality, and the fishing detection algorithm is a statistical estimate of apparent fishing activity, it is possible that some fishing effort is not identified and conversely, that some fishing effort identified is not fishing. For these reasons, Global Fishing Watch qualifies all designations of vessel fishing effort, including synonyms of the term “fishing effort,” such as “fishing” or “fishing activity,” as “apparent,” rather than certain. Any/all Global Fishing Watch information about “apparent fishing effort” should be considered an estimate and must be relied upon solely at your own risk. Global Fishing Watch is taking steps to make sure fishing effort designations are as accurate as possible.
and analyze the activities of these vessels over time. Using GFW data, in combination with both publicly available information and data from a research nonprofit, Oceana found that:

- The South Korean-flagged fishing vessel Oyang 77 appeared to repeatedly stop transmitting its Automatic Identification System (AIS) and has a known history of non-compliance, including illegal fishing and involvement in human rights abuse cases. Over an almost five-year period, Oceana detected 73 apparent gaps in AIS transmissions immediately outside of Argentina’s national waters. Four additional gaps in AIS appeared within Argentina’s national waters, one of which lasted almost 12 days and ended when the Argentine Coast Guard captured the vessel for fishing illegally.

- The Taiwanese-flagged fishing vessel Hung Yu 212 — on which a victim of alleged human trafficking perished during a 2011 voyage — remained at sea for an extended period of up to 20 months from 2015 through 2017 while fishing in the South Atlantic Ocean.

- The refrigerated cargo vessel Renown Reefer conducted an illegal transshipment off the coast of Somalia in 2017. Subsequently, the vessel moved from port-to-port in an apparent effort to unload its catch and avoid sanctions. Because the port States in the region shared communications that this vessel was trying to enter port after engaging in IUU fishing, the Renown Reefer was prevented from landing its catch. This vessel was previously identified by the Indonesian government for its association with human trafficking.

These case studies reveal that vessels with a history of non-compliance can exhibit potentially suspicious patterns of behavior like remaining at sea for extended periods of time, evading public tracking systems and avoiding ports known to enforce regulations. These activities are generally regarded as suspicious by intergovernmental organizations, international organizations, other non-governmental organizations and researchers. Poor oversight, weak international legal frameworks, and lack of transparency in ownership and supply chains make commercial fishing a vulnerable sector for illicit activity, including IUU fishing, human trafficking and forced labor.

To stop illegal fishing and other criminal activities at sea, we need to see beyond our shores and expand transparency of commercial fishing. Oceana is working with governments to expand AIS use at sea; provide public access to Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) data; and release key information about fishing authorizations. With increased transparency, we can see what is happening beyond the horizon and tackle the threats facing our oceans.

**IUU Fishing Intertwined with Criminal Activity on the High Seas**

Healthy and abundant oceans are essential because seafood provides a critical source of protein for millions of people around the world. The global demand for seafood has more than doubled since the 1960s and is estimated to continue to rise. Unfortunately, overfishing is reducing seafood landings globally, in some places dramatically. One-third of global fish populations are overexploited, and more than half are fully exploited with no room for growth. Overfishing is not only detrimental to food security, but also threatens the livelihoods of fishers and the health of our oceans.
Overfishing is exacerbated by IUU fishing. Exceeding catch limits, falsifying catch documents and fishing in protected areas are all examples of IUU fishing. These actions not only contribute to overfishing, but also give illegal fishermen an unfair advantage over those that play by the rules. A decade ago, illegal and unreported fishing was estimated to result in $23.5 billion in global economic losses — equivalent to approximately 26 million metric tons of seafood stolen from the oceans every year — and these estimates are likely even higher today. Honest fishermen and seafood businesses are forced to compete with illegally caught fish that enters the market. In the United States alone, 20 to 32 percent of wild-caught seafood imports are estimated to be from illegal and unreported catch. Not only does IUU fishing exploit the natural resources of coastal nations, reduce economic opportunity and threaten food security, it is also intertwined with other criminal activities on the high seas.

When fishing companies engage in IUU fishing on a large, systemic scale, it can be considered transnational organized crime. IUU fishing is estimated to be the sixth largest transnational criminal enterprise by revenue, offering high rewards while posing little risk. The potential for IUU fishing is especially great on the high seas where fisheries management and enforcement are often insufficient and sometimes inconsistent.

The amount of commercial fishing on the high seas has increased as coastal fish stocks decline. Subsequently, operating costs have also increased as vessels move farther from shore to fish. Efforts to reduce the costs of fishing operations, like certain government subsidies, can result in the overcapacity of fishing fleets and may lead to an increase in the amount of IUU fishing. IUU fishing vessels are already evading laws, regulations and oversight to gain higher profits, and in some cases, are more willing to drive down costs by exploiting workers through forced labor and human trafficking.

The same conditions that make the high seas vulnerable to IUU fishing also make it susceptible to other forms of transnational organized crime. IUU fishing has been linked to a range of illicit activities, including document forgery, money laundering, forced labor, and human, drug and wildlife trafficking. Evading monitoring, enforcement and regulation allows IUU fishing and other illegal activities to continue.
An Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is an area of ocean that is governed by the adjacent nation. It typically extends 200 nautical miles from the coast and is where the country has sole jurisdiction over fisheries resources. The area outside an EEZ is considered international waters or the 'high seas.'

**Flag State:**
Country where the vessel is registered. Responsible for regulating vessel activity on the high seas, as well as in coastal or port States, including authorized fishing inside an EEZ.

**Regulatory Weakness:**
- Flag State may be a Flag of Non-Compliance (FoNC), which is a vessel registered to a country that is unwilling or ineffective at monitoring and controlling vessel activity

**Coastal State:**
Responsible for regulating vessel activity within waters under the country’s jurisdiction.

**Regulatory Weakness:**
- May be limited by resources to enforce laws and regulations
- No authority to regulate vessels on the high seas

**Port State:**
Responsible for ports in its territory (conducts port inspections, can deny port entry, determines the requirements for vessel identity and activities for port entry).

**Regulatory Weakness:**
- Port State may be a Port of Convenience (PoC), which is a port States that is unable or unwilling to inspect vessels and enforce fisheries laws

**Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs):**
Composed of countries with fishing interests in the region, RFMOs are charged with managing internationally shared fisheries resources (sometimes only specific fisheries) and fishing areas, most of which are found on the high seas.

**Responsibilities include:**
- Authorization of fishing and transshipment vessels in the RFMO
- Management of allowable catch from fisheries in the RFMO
- Identification and listing of IUU fishing vessels

**Regulatory Weakness:**
- Inconsistent regulatory powers and measures across RFMOs
- RFMO decisions are generally made by representatives from all members, non-contracting parties and observers, making consensus difficult
Certain Vessel Patterns Signal a Potential Increased Risk of Illegal Activity at Sea

By identifying patterns of vessel activity that indicate a potential higher risk of IUU fishing, human rights abuses and other transnational organized criminal activity, governments can target enforcement and inspections of suspicious vessels. When cross-checked with a historic record of non-compliance with fisheries or labor laws (e.g. Regional Fisheries Management Organization listing of IUU vessels or government prosecution for illegal activities), certain vessel activity patterns can serve as warning signs to identify vessels that may warrant further investigation or inspection. Some of the suspicious vessel patterns that can be observed through examining vessel movements include transshipping, port avoidance and apparent gaps in public vessel tracking data, such as AIS. These activities are generally regarded as suspicious by intergovernmental organizations, international organizations, other non-governmental organizations and researchers.9,15-21 Oceana used Global Fishing Watch data to generate maps that exemplify certain vessel activities, which may signal an increased risk of illegal fishing.

History of Vessel Noncompliance

The lack of transparency in the fishing industry complicates efforts to identify current ownership of fishing vessels or the vessel’s history.15,16 Without knowledge of vessel ownership or history, it is difficult to enforce fisheries regulations and laws and prosecute criminal activity at sea.15 The transparency of vessel ownership and the ability to enforce fisheries regulations are greatly affected by the owner’s choice of flag State (the country where a vessel is registered). Under international law, a flag State is required to monitor and control the activities of all vessels registered to fly its flag.22 A “flag of convenience” is when a nation operates an open registry and sells its flag to a foreign vessel. This can permit vessel owners to register their ships at low costs with little or no oversight23 and can allow fishers to evade the conservation and management regulations of their own country. When a vessel is registered to a country that is unwilling or ineffective at monitoring and controlling vessel activity, it is considered to be operating under a Flag of Non-Compliance (FoNC). FoNCs enable vessels to avoid scrutiny for IUU fishing.16,20 A vessel may frequently change its name and flag State to hide its history, and in some cases, the government responsible for controlling its activities.15,16 By avoiding transparency about ownership, flag State and history, a vessel can more easily evade enforcement and engage in IUU fishing as well as other forms of criminal activity such as fraud, forced labor and smuggling.7,15,24

Gaps in AIS Tracking Data

A vessel with AIS automatically broadcasts a signal with vessel identity, location, speed and direction as frequently as once every few seconds.25 Large vessels, such as cargo vessels and all cruise ships, are required by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to carry AIS, but individual countries can decide how these requirements apply to fishing vessels flying their flag or fishing in their waters. Thus, not all fishing vessels are required to be equipped with AIS or to
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*c The International Maritime Organization (IMO) International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requires AIS to be fitted aboard all international voyaging ships of 300 gross tonnage and upwards, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards not engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships regardless of size. (Chapter V, Regulation 19 of the 1974 SOLAS Convention).
continually transmit AIS tracking data. There are legitimate causes for loss of AIS signals such as poor satellite coverage and certain regions where the density of vessels transmitting AIS signals is so high that the ability for the receiver to collect all the signals is compromised. However, vessel operators can also deliberately “go dark” by turning off their AIS devices to appear invisible to public maritime tracking systems. For example, Figure 1 displays the track of a fishing vessel that appeared to turn off its AIS for 15 days as it moved towards the Galapagos Islands Marine Protected Area where industrial fishing is prohibited, protecting one of the most biologically diverse regions in the world.

There are legitimate reasons for a vessel to turn off its AIS, such as concerns for the safety and security of the ship and crew in areas prone to piracy. However, it raises suspicion when AIS is off for an extended period near a protected area or a coastal nation’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) that does not permit fishing by foreign-flagged vessels. AIS avoidance can be used to hide IUU fishing or other criminal activities, such as transshipment of illegally caught fish or other illicit cargo, and fishing in unauthorized locations.

**Transshipping and Time at Sea**

Transshipping, or the transfer of fish or other supplies from a fishing vessel to a refrigerated cargo vessel (or “reefer”), is often legal but can facilitate illegal fish laundering. For example, IUU-caught fish can be mixed with legally caught fish on the reefer; transferring fish to another vessel to aid
in the misreporting of catch can exacerbate the problem of overfishing. People, drugs and other items can also be moved during transshipments.\textsuperscript{15,18}

While transshipping is a common global practice, it enables vessels to stay out at sea for extended periods of time. For example, the fishing vessel shown in Figure 2 was at sea for a total of 525 days, during which it transshipped with at least one reefer.\textsuperscript{29} Transshipping can help lead to overcapacity in the fishing industry by decreasing travel costs and increasing time spent at sea,\textsuperscript{8} which in turn can instigate overfishing, IUU fishing and other illicit activities. Not all flag or coastal States have the capacity or political will to monitor fishing activity in their waters or on vessels flagged to their countries.

Additionally, crew members that are victims of forced labor or human trafficking may be stranded on fishing vessels for years without returning to land.\textsuperscript{15} If workers are being forced to work aboard a vessel, the crew may not be allowed to leave the fishing vessel, and when they return to land, their travel may be restricted because their passports and documentation can be withheld.\textsuperscript{9,21} While at sea, abuses and poor working conditions are difficult to monitor and identify because of the isolated nature of distant water fishing, potentially long periods at sea, and weak regulatory enforcement on the high seas.\textsuperscript{9,21} Attempting to address this and deter forced labor, Thailand implemented a 30-day maximum time at sea for commercial fishing vessels.\textsuperscript{30}

![Figure 2. Fishing vessel (yellow track) likely transshipped (red circle) with a cargo vessel (red track) in the Pacific Ocean 10 months after leaving port.](image)

**Port Avoidance**

The Port State Measures Agreement (PSMA) was entered into force in June 2016.\textsuperscript{31} This international treaty prevents, deters and eliminates IUU fishing by requiring that foreign fishing
vessels meet certain conditions prior to gaining access to a country’s port. As of March 2019, 59 countries and the European Union were party to the PSMA. If a vessel seeking port access is suspected of IUU fishing, a vessel’s history may be reviewed, an inspection can be conducted, and port entry can be denied. The results of the inspection are then transmitted not only to the flag State, but also to relevant parties such as the country in which IUU fishing occurred and any associated Regional Fishery Management Organization (RFMO). Flag States that are parties to the PSMA are required to respond to action requested by the port State if the vessel is suspected of IUU fishing. Eventually, reefers and fishing vessels must enter port to unload catch, conduct ship maintenance and repairs, or resupply. Vessels involved in criminal activity may avoid entering ports of countries that are party to the PSMA (Figure 3), and instead choose to enter ports of convenience (PoC), which are port States that are unable or unwilling to inspect vessels and enforce fisheries laws.

Figure 3. Countries highlighted in yellow are parties to the PSMA.

Visualizing Suspicious Vessel Activity

Oceana worked with a non-governmental research organization to investigate three case studies of vessels with a known history of involvement in IUU fishing and forced labor or human trafficking. The three case studies highlighted in this report were selected after investigating and identifying records of non-compliance by the vessel, as well as available vessel track data through February 2019, which appears to show patterns of activity that can indicate a higher risk of illicit activities, such as apparent AIS avoidance, transshipment, extended periods at sea and PSMA port avoidance. These case studies demonstrate how vessels with a history of non-compliance can engage in suspicious activities and exploit weak regulatory frameworks to potentially fish illegally or facilitate other criminal activities on the high seas like forced labor and human trafficking.
What is Human Trafficking and Forced Labor?

Human trafficking is the fastest growing transnational criminal enterprise in the world, generating $150 billion dollars annually and enslaving an estimated 21.9 million people. Human trafficking is defined by the United Nations’ Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons as: “The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.”

Forced labor, as defined by the International Labor Organization (ILO) — a United Nations agency that sets labor standards and develops programs to ensure proper working conditions — is “work that is performed involuntarily and under the menace of any penalty. It refers to situations in which persons are coerced to work through the use of violence or intimidation, or by more subtle means such as manipulated debt, retention of identity papers or threats of denunciation to immigration authorities.”

What is Human Trafficking and Forced Labor in the Seafood Industry?

The seafood supply chain is complex, opaque and difficult to trace. It starts at sea and follows a winding path from fishing vessel to reefer, from reefer to reefer, from vessel to factories, from factories to processing, out to market, and then onward for global distribution. Human trafficking and forced labor can occur at every step in the supply chain. Human trafficking in fisheries entails the transfer and containment of persons onboard vessels, where they are forced to work as crew by means of violence, threat or debt. Victims of forced labor in fisheries are often migrant workers without a support network. Victims of forced labor are often isolated in inhumane conditions onboard fishing vessels, trapped at sea for extended periods of time. Crew members can be subjected to a range of forced labor abuses including physical, psychological and sexual abuse; unsanitary and unsafe working conditions; 20-hour workdays; lack of pay; and even murder. IUU fishing vessels have been known to subsidize costs using forced labor exploitation, as they are already evading laws, regulations and oversight to drive profits and may be more willing to exploit workers.
Oceana used data from the GFW mapping platform to detect and visualize vessel activity patterns. GFW empowers anyone, including governments, journalists, researchers and the public, to view or download data and investigate global fishing activity in near real-time, for free. GFW uses machine learning to detect the fishing activity and gear type used by more than 70,000 fishing vessels. The fishing detection algorithm classifies fishing or non-fishing (i.e. transiting) activity based on information collected in the global feed of AIS data, such as speed, direction and rate of turn. In addition, GFW developed methods to detect certain voyage events, such as possible port visits, possible transshipment between vessels and apparent gaps in AIS transmission. See the Appendix for detailed methods of event detection.

**Vessel Case Studies**

Oceana used the GFW database to investigate patterns in the movements of commercial fishing and refrigerated cargo vessels previously involved in documented cases of forced labor abuses and IUU fishing. For each case study, Oceana matched a unique vessel identifier — the IMO ship identification number — to the vessel database provided by GFW and then collected all available GFW data. For each case study vessel, Oceana examined GFW data from January 2012 (when the GFW dataset starts – any documented IUU fishing or forced labor cases that occurred prior to when GFW data was available were not analyzed) through February 2019, including all transit activity, possible fishing activity, possible port visits, possible transshipment activity and apparent gaps in AIS transmission. Each of the case studies illustrated in this report highlights a different pattern of vessel activity associated with possible IUU fishing and possible forced labor abuses; each raises questions that call for further investigation.

**Case Study 1: A History of Illegal Fishing and Labor Abuses with a Pattern of AIS Avoidance**

*History of Non-Compliance*

In 2011, the New Zealand government recorded complaints about vessel safety, living and working conditions, physical and sexual abuse by officers, underpayment and manipulation of time sheets, most which appeared to occur on Korean-flagged vessels. During that same time, the U.S. Department of State documented allegations of forced labor as well as withholding or underpaying wages on South Korean-flagged vessels in New Zealand waters.

From 2010 through 2012, three South Korean-flagged vessels, owned and operated by the same South Korean company, fished in New Zealand waters under a chartering agreement with a New Zealand company. One of these vessels, the Oyang 70, sank in August 2010, killing six people. In December 2011, New Zealand’s Ministry of Fisheries charged the captain of a second vessel, the Oyang 77, with various fisheries-related offenses, including the illegal dumping of fish and the underreporting of catch. In September 2014, fines totaling 120,500 New Zealand dollars (approximately $80,000 USD) were imposed on the captain. Subsequently, the New Zealand Crown seized the Oyang 77 and its sister ship, the Oyang 75.

In March 2018, the New Zealand Supreme Court ruled that crew members from the Oyang 77 and the Oyang 70 were owed unpaid wages and entitled to a claim for relief against the forfeited
Oyang 77 and Oyang 75 vessels.\textsuperscript{41} The Supreme Court noted, however, that the Oyang 77 and Oyang 75 were both previously released under bond and were no longer in New Zealand waters.\textsuperscript{42}

Almost one year later, in February 2019, Argentina’s Coast Guard captured the Oyang 77 for fishing illegally within its EEZ,\textsuperscript{43} finding more than 142,000 kilograms of hake, haddock, rays and squid onboard.\textsuperscript{44} The vessel owner paid 25 million Argentine pesos (approximately $550,000 USD) to Argentina’s government, and the Oyang 77’s fishing equipment was confiscated before the vessel was later released in March 2019.\textsuperscript{44}

\textit{Suspicious Vessel Patterns}

The southwest Atlantic Ocean has rich fishing grounds, attracting long distance foreign fishing fleets in search of squid and other species. Argentina, which borders a high seas fishing area, has a history of battling IUU fishing inside its EEZ.\textsuperscript{45} For example, Argentine authorities have previously shot and sunk Chinese fishing vessels and captured a Spanish vessel under suspicion of fishing illegally within its EEZ.\textsuperscript{46–48} Foreign-flagged vessels are not permitted to fish inside its EEZ unless they comply with the strict regulations outlined in Argentina’s Fisheries Law.\textsuperscript{49}

Many of the foreign-flagged fishing vessels that are active in the southwest Atlantic Ocean — including Chinese, Spanish, South Korean and Taiwanese fishing vessels — have apparent gaps in their AIS transmissions in areas along Argentina’s EEZ.\textsuperscript{50} These gaps raise questions, because disabling AIS hides the vessel from public monitoring. The fishing hot spot directly outside of the Argentine EEZ is only managed for tuna and remains unregulated for other fisheries. This lack of regulation can embolden vessels to illegally fish or engage in other illicit activities, including forced labor.\textsuperscript{15,51,52}

From April 2014 through February 2019, the Oyang 77 fished off the coast of South America, just outside Argentina’s EEZ. Using GFW data, Oceana tracked a consistent pattern of apparent gaps in AIS transmission by the Oyang 77, which has a known history of non-compliance, including illegal fishing and human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{53} This vessel appeared to have 77 gaps in its AIS transmission with each occurrence lasting at least 48 hours (Figure 4).

Seventy-three of these apparent gaps occurred within 60 kilometers of the Argentine EEZ (Figure 4). On four occasions, the AIS transponder appeared to stop transmitting while within Argentina’s EEZ: January 23, 2017 for nearly 18 days (422 hours), January 19, 2019 for more than two days (53 hours), January 23, 2019 for more than two days (57 hours) and January 27, 2019 for nearly 12 days (283 hours). On the last occasion, the AIS signal for the Oyang 77 started transmitting again on February 7, 2019 — the same day that the Argentine Coast Guard captured the vessel for fishing illegally within its EEZ, with more than 142,000 kilograms of fish onboard (Figure 5). Oceana reached out to the owner of the Oyang 77 for comment but did not receive a response.\textsuperscript{54} To help end IUU fishing and other crimes at sea, it is critical to increase transparency on the high seas through mandatory, publicly accessible and tamper-resistant AIS paired with VMS monitoring systems. Vessels with a history of non-compliance, including IUU fishing, forced labor, and repeated AIS avoidance, warrant increased oversight and further investigation by associated flag and coastal States.
Figure 4. From April 2014 through February 2019, the Oyang 77 exhibited 77 apparent gaps in AIS transmission, four of which occurred in Argentina’s national waters and 73 of which occurred on the high seas, within 60 kilometers of the Argentine EEZ.
Figure 5. The Oyang 77 appeared to fish on the high seas and inside Argentina’s EEZ before its AIS signal seemed to disappear for nearly 12 days, starting on January 27, 2019. The vessel’s AIS signal reappeared on February 7, 2019 on the day it was caught by Argentina’s Coast Guard for fishing illegally and was brought to port in Comodoro Rivadavia, Argentina.
Case Study 2: Previous Human Trafficking and Current Long-Term Duration at Sea

History of Non-Compliance

The Hung Yu 212 is a Taiwanese-flagged fishing vessel with a history of suspected IUU fishing and involvement in human trafficking. In 2011, this fishing vessel was cited by the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC) for inadequately recording its fishing activity.55 During the same year, a Filipino victim of alleged human trafficking died while working as a crew member onboard this vessel in the Indian Ocean.56 This story was detailed in The New York Times article "Tricked and Indebted on Land, Abused or Abandoned at Sea."57,d In response to a request for comment, The Fisheries Agency of Taiwan stated: "We found that the body of [the person] was shipped to Singapore, and the autopsy report made by Singapore Health Sciences Authority indicated that the cause of death is acute myocarditis."58 However, a second autopsy reported by the Philippine National Police described contradictory results, concluding the cause of death was a heart attack and noting bruises on the face and chest inflicted prior to death.59,60 The Philippine National Police charged individuals involved with recruiting the victim with human trafficking crimes.61 The vessel ownership has not changed from the time of the fisherman’s death, and in 2018, the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) authorized the vessel to fish and transship with reefers in the Atlantic Ocean.62-64

Suspicious Vessel Patterns

Between May 2015 and 2017, the Hung Yu 212 demonstrated a consistent pattern of fishing in the southern Atlantic Ocean and anchoring in Cape Town, South Africa (Figure 6). This vessel appeared to have only entered port in Cape Town twice since 2015, which raises questions as to whether it had potentially been out at sea without entering port for nearly 20 months. GFW data indicated, and the Fisheries Agency of Taiwan confirmed, that the vessel entered port in Cape Town, South Africa on July 20, 2015 and stayed through October 8, 2015.65 In addition, GFW data indicated, and the Fisheries Agency of Taiwan confirmed, that the vessel docked at the same port from May 26, 2017 to July 19, 2017.65 Although unlikely, it is possible that some port entries were not identified through AIS transmissions, as this vessel does have apparent gaps in its AIS transmissions throughout its time at sea. The gaps in AIS transmission cannot be assumed to be suspicious since the Hung Yu 212 has a type of AIS device that reports less often and at a lower power than AIS transponders that emit a higher-priority signal more frequently, which may result in certain AIS transmissions being missed. Gaps in AIS transmissions could also be due to low and inconsistent satellite coverage in the area.66 Based on maximum vessel speed, distance and timing of apparent gaps in AIS transmissions, Oceana concluded that this vessel was out at sea for at least one period of a minimum of five months. Although this vessel is not required to return to port after
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a certain period of time, the longer a vessel is out at sea, the longer crew members are isolated aboard the vessel.

Figure 6. Hung Yu 212 fished in the southern Atlantic Ocean for two years and appeared to only enter port twice between 2015 and 2017.

Oceana reached out to the flag State of Taiwan for comment regarding the activity of the Hung Yu 212. The Fisheries Agency of Taiwan stated that “the reception of the said vessel’s VMS transmission was totally normal and consistent with our requirement” throughout the period of identified gaps in AIS transmission.\(^{58}\) In addition, the Fisheries Agency of Taiwan stated that “staying out at sea is by no means relevant to the conditions and rights of workers on board,” because “fishing workers usually leave fishing vessels and go onshore (or vice versa) with supply vessels, just like the deployment of our domestic observers.”\(^{65}\) The Fisheries Agency also noted that “no [sic] any report regarding your concern has been provided by the crew or observers on board.”\(^{65}\) In addition to the government of Taiwan, Oceana reached out to the owners of the Hung Yu 212 for comment but did not receive a response.\(^{67}\)
The vessel’s history of involvement in human trafficking, combined with the possibility that this vessel was out at sea for at least five months and up to 20 months, suggest that further inspection of the vessel and crew is advisable to determine the treatment of crew and the conditions onboard the vessel.

Case Study 3: Association with Notorious Fishing Company and Recent IUU Listing for Illegal Transshipment

History of Non-Compliance

Since 2015, the waters surrounding Indonesia, including the Banda and Arafura seas, have been publicly highlighted as hotspots for IUU fishing and human trafficking.68 The 2015 Associated Press investigation “Slaves may have caught the fish you bought”69 aided the Indonesian government in investigating a fishing fleet of approximately 90 vessels involved in human trafficking and IUU fishing in Indonesian waters.68,70 The year-long investigation detailed human trafficking conducted across the fleet of vessels in the region. In 2015, the Indonesian government revoked the license of the fishing company registered as the operator of the inspected vessels after an investigation by the government confirmed forced labor and human trafficking.71 Eight people associated with the fishing fleet were arrested, charged and convicted of human trafficking crimes.72-79 The Indonesian government continues to take steps to reduce criminal activity at sea, including establishing a human rights certification process for fishing vessels71 and publishing their VMS data on the GFW mapping platform to expand transparency of commercial fishing.

Suspicious Vessel Patterns

One reefer that had been licensed under and chartered by the company referenced above, continued to illustrate suspicious activity during 2017. In May 2018, the Wisdom Sea Reefer (now named Renown Reefer) was added to the list of IUU vessels by the IOTC for involvement in IUU fishing.80 Satellite imagery presented as evidence for the IOTC listing shows illegal transshipment conducted by the Honduras-flagged Wisdom Sea Reefer on April 27, 2017 off the coast of Somalia.81 This evidence is validated by Oceana’s analysis using GFW data (Figure 7). After this event, GFW data show a series of port avoidance movements as a response to intergovernmental communication about the reefer’s illegal activities. All port States of the IOTC are responsible for IUU information exchange and other measures as part of the IOTC Port State Measures Resolution, which was developed based on the PSMA.82 In July 2017, the reefer requested port entry in Taiwan. Citing the PSMA, Taiwan prepared to board and inspect the reefer after Thailand, party to the PSMA, warned them of the vessel’s potential involvement in IUU fishing. The reefer decided to leave Taiwanese waters before entering port, but Taiwan still conducted an at-sea inspection before the vessel left. Taiwan communicated suspicious findings from the inspection to the surrounding countries, the flag State of Honduras and the flag State of Djibouti, which was the flag State of the other fishing vessels involved in the illegal activity.81,83 According to vessel documentation attached to a letter from the Director General of the Fisheries Administration of Cambodia to the IOTC Secretary, the reefer briefly ported in Vietnam and Malaysia before moving towards Cambodia by the end of 2017.81 The reefer entered Cambodia as the “Renown Reefer” and was flagged to Bolivia.81 Australia, a party to the PSMA, informed Cambodia of the reefer’s
IUU fishing activity and Cambodian authorities proceeded to inspect the vessel and relay their findings to the IOTC and The International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL).81

![Image](https://example.com/image.png)

**Figure 7.** The Renown Reefer conducted an illegal transshipment off the coast of Somalia and soon after moved from port-to-port to land catch and apparently avoid sanctions.

This case study provides a clear example of the link between a vessel’s history of non-compliance, suspicious vessel movements and illicit activity. The Renown Reefer was not only chartered by an infamous fishing fleet involved in human trafficking, but it also switched from one FoNC to another and moved from port-to-port to land catch and avoid sanctions after conducting an illegal transshipment. The exchange of information among the European Union, IOTC, flag States, port States and coastal States — in part enacted by measures required by the IOTC Port State Measures Resolution and PSMA — was critical for understanding and tracking this vessel’s activity. The listing of the Renown Reefer as an IUU vessel by the IOTC is an example of how global communication and information exchange is critical to disrupt illegal activity.

**Recommendations**

The case studies presented in this report demonstrate how vessel tracking data can signal suspicious vessel activities that may warrant further investigation and help end IUU fishing and human rights abuses at sea. Each vessel highlighted had a documented or suspected history of involvement in forced labor or human trafficking and in some cases IUU fishing; yet each vessel continued to fish and exhibited patterns of activity that raise suspicion of continued illegal activity at sea. Some vessel activity patterns may more readily indicate IUU fishing than certain forced labor abuses that may not be as visible, such as poor working conditions on the vessel. However, transshipment, apparent gaps in public tracking systems and port avoidance can hide illegal
activity at sea, enabling both human rights abuses and IUU fishing. Oceana, using GFW data, has shown that vessels with a history of non-compliance may warrant further investigation by the flag State and governing bodies where the vessels operate — including coastal States, port States and RFMOs — to ensure such vessels are no longer involved in any illegal activity. Vessels with a prior history of non-compliance are not the only suspected culprits, as each fishing vessel is often just one component of a larger chain of complex operations, management and ownership that, if investigated further, may reveal an even greater network of IUU fishing and forced labor practices around the world.

To help end illegal fishing and human rights abuses at sea, Oceana recommends the following:

**Ban Transshipment at Sea:** RFMOs should require that transshipment only occurs at ports where authorities can closely monitor the exchange. For example, the South East Atlantic Fisheries Organization has implemented a total ban on at-sea transshipment, and other RFMOs should follow suit.

**Expand Vessel Transparency:** All coastal and flag State governments and RFMOs should mandate constant use of tamper-resistant AIS and VMS devices by commercial fishing vessels that fish within their waters or carry their flag. For example, the European Union requires fishing vessels greater than 15 meters in length to be equipped with and continually transmit AIS.

**Increase Publicly Available Vessel Information:** Before awarding a license or authorization, flag and coastal States should require information on the managers, operators and owners of the vessel. Flag and coastal States, as well as all RFMOs, should maintain publicly available, up-to-date vessel registries that include the unique vessel identifier numbers, licenses, permit payments and vessel ownership. Countries should implement the requirements of the Fisheries Transparency Initiative (FITI) standard to help ensure fisheries transparency, including publishing information on foreign fishing access agreements, fisheries law and regulations, and labor standards in the fishing sector. Governments should work with groups like Oceana and Global Fishing Watch to utilize vessel tracking information to improve risk-based enforcement and identify vessels that may warrant additional scrutiny.

**Develop Intergovernmental Lists of Vessels Engaged in Forced Labor:** In cooperation with RFMOs, the International Labor Organization (ILO) and the IMO should work with their members to create a list of vessels with track records of human rights abuses, including forced labor practices and human trafficking, to facilitate knowledge-sharing and deter criminal activity.

**Uphold Flag and Coastal State Responsibilities:** Flag States must enforce relevant fishing regulations for their flagged fleet, no matter where it fishes — on the high seas, in waters managed by an RFMO or in the territorial waters of coastal States. Flag States should ensure effective monitoring and control, institute a strong legal framework to prosecute IUU fishing activity, and exchange information within the country and internationally. Vessels with a history of IUU fishing or labor violations should not be awarded fishing authorizations. Coastal States should allow access to foreign fleets only when proper monitoring and control can be executed and should become signatories to the PSMA.
Conclusion

Some fishing vessels around the world continue to chase profits while ignoring fisheries and labor laws. Suspicious activities like transshipping, remaining at sea for extended periods of time, apparent gaps in vessel tracking and port avoidance can signal a higher risk of IUU fishing, forced labor and other human rights abuses. The owners of these vessels often face little-to-no repercussions for IUU fishing or other criminal activities because they are masking their history of non-compliance by changing flag States, and obscuring information about ownership, vessel authorization and registration. Governments should discourage these behaviors by enacting policies that increase transparency and deter illegal activity.

The lack of transparency in the fishing industry allows IUU fishing, forced labor, human trafficking and other criminal activities to continue in the dark. By requiring greater transparency of commercial fishing, we can help stop IUU fishing and forced labor abuses at sea, leading to more responsibly managed fisheries worldwide.
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Appendix – Global Fishing Watch Data Methods

Fishing Activity

Any and all references to "fishing" should be understood in the context of Global Fishing Watch's fishing detection algorithm, which is a best effort to determine "apparent fishing effort" based on vessel speed and direction data from the Automatic Identification System (AIS) collected via satellites and terrestrial receivers. As AIS data varies in completeness, accuracy and quality, and the fishing detection algorithm is a statistical estimate of apparent fishing activity, it is possible that some fishing effort is not identified and conversely, that some fishing effort identified is not fishing. For these reasons, Global Fishing Watch qualifies all designations of vessel fishing effort, including synonyms of the term "fishing effort," such as "fishing" or "fishing activity," as "apparent," rather than certain. Any/all Global Fishing Watch information about "apparent fishing effort" should be considered an estimate and must be relied upon solely at your own risk. Global Fishing Watch is taking steps to make sure fishing effort designations are as accurate as possible.

Possible Port Visits

Global Fishing Watch defines ports as any 0.5-kilometer grid cell with 20 or more unique vessels stationary for greater than 12 hours. A port visit includes the port entry and exit of a vessel. A vessel "enters" port when it is within 3 kilometers of a Global Fishing Watch-defined port and has slowed to a speed of 0.2 knots. A vessel "exits" port when its speed has increased to 0.5 knots and it is at least 4 kilometers away from the previously entered port.

Possible Transshipment Events

A possible transshipment is defined as when two vessels are within 500 meters of each other for longer than two hours while traveling at less than 2 knots and more than 10 kilometers from a coastal port.

Gaps in AIS Transmission

Coverage gaps in the transmission of AIS were determined by identifying the locations where an AIS signal disappeared for more than 48 hours which can result when a vessel operator turns off its AIS or travels in a region with poor satellite coverage or high vessel density.

---


\(^f\) https://globalfishingwatch.org/datasets-and-code/anchorages/


\(^h\) https://globalfishingwatch.org/transshipment-success/report-first-global-view-transshipment-sea/